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27 Oct 94 

(S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) Following are the perceived highlights 
from each source. Taskin from office was: Access and 
describe target SG1A 

(S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) Source A: SG1A 

-- The target is a man who is 
suspected of drug trafficking. This man is located near water or 
water falls and may have an unnatural fear of drowning. He works 
among several others for the transfer and sale of narcotics from 
time to time for money. He has been known to transport drugs to 
other areas and is currently married. He may not have been as 
active between August and October of this year, but as a 
communicator he is planning to do a drug related delivery before 
December of this year. This man is financially hungry and 
believes in money. 

(S/NF/SG/LIMDISJ Source 
SG1A 

B: 

-- The target, is a middle-aged, 
slightly built individual. In the past, he has been a successful 
middle-man of sorts between the growers/processors and the first 
level smugglers in country. However, his intentions are to now 
bypass the first level smuggling net and either establish or 
become involved with the international smuggling level. 

-- His 
lives simply. 
admiring small 
reminiscent of 
jewelry. 

outward appearance is that of a simple life; he 
However, he has a fondness for collecting and 
objects which are very expensive; maybe 
prehistoric artifacts such as metal figurines or 

-- I sense that he has either been married and separated 
or has multiple wives. I see him in a small upper level 
apartment with very old, traditional architecture which was 
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indicative of the "well-to-do" maybe 200 to 300 years ago. He 
possesses some rather really nice things: cushions, rugs, 
tables, and several disc shaped metallic objects which shine 
brightly. 

-- He is extremely "street-smart" and has had a knack for 
remaining invisible while involved in illegal trade/smuggling. 

(S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) Source c: 

-- Target is an eastern individual who is conducting 
illegal operations. He is involved with the illegal transport of 
drugs. This individual has been doing this for a long time and 
has developed a very good skill for it. He works at night on or 
near water. He may work on a small fishing vessel that helps 
transport the drugs at night. The individual is slim and dark 
skinned. He has a good rapport with people and can get what he 
wants. Many people know him. The individual can be found in a 
small village type setting. 
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